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g TECHNICAL FIELD 

M    [0002] The described technology relates to a network manager for routing devices 

^ of an interconnect fabric. 

J, BACKGROUND 

51    [0003] The Internet has emerged as a critical commerce and communications 

p. platform for businesses and consumers worldwide. The dramatic growth in the 

number of Internet users, coupled with the increased availability of powerful new 

tools and equipment that enable the development, processing, and distribution of 

data across the Internet have led to a proliferation of Internet-based applications. 

These applications include e-commerce, e-mail, electronic file transfers, and 

online interactive applications. As the number of users of, and uses for, the 

Internet increases so does the complexity and volume of Internet traffic. 

According to UUNet, Internet traffic doubles every 100 days. Because of this 

traffic and its business potential, a growing number of companies are building 

businesses around the Internet and developing mission-critical business 

applications to be provided by the Internet. 
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[0004] Existing enterprise data networks ("EDNs") that support e-commerce 

applications providing services to customers are straining under the demand to 

provide added performance and added services. The growing customer demands 

for services, along with a highly competitive market, has resulted in increasingly 

complex ad hoc EDNs. Affordable, high-performance EDN solutions require 

extensive scalability, very high availability, and ease of management. These 

attributes are significantly compromised or completely lost as existing solutions 

are grown to meet the demand. 

[0005] Current architectures of EDNs typically include three sub-networks: 1) a 

local area network (LAN) for web and database servers, 2) a computational 

network for application servers, and 3) a storage area network (SAN). The 

processing and storage elements attached to these sub-networks may have 

O access to a wide area network (WAN) or metropolitan area network (MAN) 

hi through a bridging device commonly known as an edge switch. Each of these 

2 sub-networks typically uses a distinct protocol and associated set of hardware 

H- and software including network interface adapters, network switches, network 

operating systems, and management applications. Communication through the 

K EDN requires bridging between the sub-networks that requires active participation 

5f of server processing resources for protocol translation and interpretation. 

0     [0006] There are many disadvantages to the current architecture of EDNs. The 

disadvantages result primarily because the multi-tiered architecture is fractured 

and complex. First, it is very difficult to integrate the disparate systems that use 

different communications protocols, interfaces, and so on. Second, overall 

performance suffers because each sub-network is managed separately, rather 

than being managed with comprehensive knowledge of the complete network. 

Third, the cost of maintaining three disparate types of network hardware and 

software can be high. Fourth, it is difficult to scale an architecture that uses such 

disparate systems. It would be desirable to have an architecture for EDNs that 

would be alleviate the many disadvantages of the current fractured multi-tiered 

architectures. 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0007] Figure 1 is a network diagram illustrating various nodes of an example 

Fibre Channel fabric-based interconnect network that are inter-communicating 

using virtual identifiers. 

[0008] Figure 2 is a flow diagram illustrating the discovery processing of a 

component of the interconnect fabric module in one embodiment. 

[0009] Figure 3 is a flow diagram illustrating the discovery processing of the 

network manager in one embodiment. 

[0010] Figure 4 is a flow diagram illustrating the process of establishing a path by 

the network manager in one embodiment. 

[0011] Figure 5 is a flow diagram illustrating the processing of an identify virtual 

address component of the network manager in one embodiment. 

[0012] Figure 6 is a flow diagram illustrating the processing of an initialize label 

table component of the network manager in one embodiment. 

[0013] Figure 7 is a block diagram illustrating a distributed network manager in 

one embodiment. 

[0014] Figure 8 is a flow diagram illustrating the processing of a component of an 

interconnect fabric module that processes reserved addresses in one 

embodiment. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[0015] A method and system for managing an interconnect fabric that connects 

nodes is provided. In one embodiment, a network manager manages an 

interconnect fabric or network of routing devices (e.g., interconnect fabric 

modules, switches, or routers) to allow source nodes to transmit data to 

destination nodes. The network manager receives registration requests from 

source nodes to send data to destination nodes, configures the routing devices of 

the network to establish a path from each source node to its destination node, and 

provides a virtual address to each source node. The virtual address identifies a 
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path from the source node to the destination node. The source node sends the 

data to its destination node by providing the data along with the virtual address to 

a routing device of the network. Upon receiving the data and the virtual address, 

a source-side port of each routing device in the path uses the virtual address to 

identify a destination-side port through which the data and the virtual address are 

to be transmitted. The network manager configures the routing devices by setting 

the mappings from a source-side port to a destination-side port for each routing 

device in the path. The routing devices receive data via source-side ports and 

transmits data via destination-side ports. 

In one embodiment, the network manager may be centralized or 

distributed. A centralized network manager may reside at one node connected to 

the interconnect fabric.    The centralized network manager may provide 

configuration information to the routing devices using in-band communications or 

out-of-band communications.  In-band communications refers to the use of the 

communications links connecting the ports of the routing devices. Out-of-band 

communications refers to the use of communications links used specifically to 

connect the routing devices to the network manager.   A centralized network 

manager may alternatively reside within a routing device.  Each routing device 

may have the capabilities to be the network manager.  Upon initialization, the 

routing devices may coordinate to select which of the routing devices is to 

function as the network manager. A distributed network manager, in contrast, 

may have its functions performed at various manager devices connected directly 

to the routing devices. The network manager at each manager device can control 

the routing device(s) to which it is directly connected.  In addition, the network 

manager at each manager device can communicate with the network managers at 

other manager devices via in-band or out-of-band communications to coordinate 

control of the routing devices.   In one embodiment, the distributed network 

manager can have different functions performed at various manager devices. 

In one embodiment, the network manager identifies paths through the 

network from source nodes to destination nodes. The paths may be identified 
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initially when the network manager starts up, may be identified when the network 

topology (e.g., the routing devices of the network and their interconnections) 

changes (e.g., as a result of a failure), or may be identified dynamically when a 

registration request is received from a source node. One skilled in the art will 

appreciate that various combinations of these techniques for identifying a path 

may be used. For example, the network manager may identify paths dynamically 

at registration, but may re-identify paths when the topology of the network 

changes. Regardless of which of these techniques are used, the network 

manager would typically need to know the topology of the network to identify the 

paths. 

In one embodiment, the network manager dynamically discovers the 

topology of the network at initialization. The network manager can discover the 

topology in several different ways. The network manager can be provided with 

configuration information that identifies the routing devices of the network. The 

network manager can use this configuration information to send a message to 

each routing device asking which of its ports are connected to another device. 

The network manager can then send a query message via each connected port 

asking the connected-to device to identify itself and its port. From the responses 

to the query messages, the network manager can identify the connections (i.e., 

communications links) between the routing devices and thus the topology of the 

network. Alternatively, rather than sending a query message to each connected- 

to port, the routing devices upon initialization can request the connected-to 

devices to provide their identifications. The routing devices can then provide the 

identifications of the connected-to ports to the network manager. The 

configuration information along with the identifications of the connected-to ports 

describes the network topology. 

In another embodiment, the network manager can dynamically discover the 

identifications of the routing devices by sending query messages through the 

ports of the routing device to which it is directly connected. The network manager 

then becomes aware of each routing device that responds to the query. The 
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network manager then sends a query message through the ports of each 

responding routing device. Alternatively, the network manager can send one 

query message to the routing device to which it is directly connected and that 

routing device can forward the query message via each of its ports to the routing 

device to which it is directly connected. Each port upon receiving the query 

message may send a message to the network manager with its identification 

along with the identification of the port to which it is directly connected. 

In one embodiment, each routing device may dynamically discover which of 

its ports are connected to other devices (e.g., nodes or other routing devices) at 

initialization. Each port of a routing device may sense a characteristic of its 

communications link (e.g., voltage on a receive link) or may transmit a request 

and receive (or not receive) a response via its communications link to identify 

whether a device is connected. The network manager may poll each routing 

device for an indication of which ports of the routing device are connected to other 

devices. The network manager can then send a query message to each 

connected-to port to identify the port to which it is connected. 

In one embodiment, the network manager establishes paths through the 

network of routing devices by configuring the ports of the routing devices along 

the path. The network manager may identify a path from a source node to a 

destination node using conventional path identification techniques. For example, 

the network manager may use a shortest path algorithm to identify the path with 

the smallest number of communications links or may use a congestion-based 

algorithm that factors in actual or anticipated network traffic to identify the path. 

The network manager then identifies a virtual address (i.e., a destination virtual 

address) for the identified path. The virtual address is sent by the source node 

along with the data to be transmitted to the destination node. The data and virtual 

address may be stored in a frame (e.g., Fibre Channel or InfiniBand) that has a 

header and a payload. The header may contain the virtual address and the 

payload may contain the data. The network manager then configures each 

source-side port of each routing device along the path to forward frames sent to 
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the identified virtual address to the destination-side port of the routing device that 

is connected to the next communications link in the path. The configuration 

information may be stored in a label table (described below) for the port that maps 

virtual addresses to destination-side ports. When a source-side port receives a 

frame with the identified virtual address, it then forwards the frame through the 

destination-side port in accordance with the configuration information. 

[0022] In one embodiment, the network manager identifies a virtual address that is 

not currently in use by any source-side port along the path. Thus, when a source- 

side port receives a frame addressed with the identified virtual address, there is 

no ambiguity as which port of the routing device is the destination-side port. It is 

possible, however, that paths from two different source nodes to the same 

destination node may have a common sub-path. For example, the path from one 

source node may be through communications links A, X, Y, and Z, and the path 

from the other source node may be through communications links B, X, Y, and Z. 

In such a case, the network manager may use the same virtual address for both 

paths and share the terminal portion of the already-configured paths. 

[0023] In one embodiment, the network manager may also establish a path 

between the destination node and the source node. The network manager may 

identify a new path or may use the same path that was identified between the 

source node and the destination node (but in the opposite direction). The network 

manager then identifies a virtual address (i.e., source virtual address) and 

configures the ports along the path in a manner that is analogous to the 

configuration of the path from the source node to the destination node. Whenever 

a source node sends a frame, it may include the source virtual address in the 

frame. When the destination node receives the frame, it can respond to the 

source node by sending a frame addressed to the source virtual address. 

[0024] In one embodiment, the network manager may need to identify and 

configure a new path between a source node and a destination node. For 

example, the network manager may determine that, because of congestion, the 

required quality of service cannot be provided along the existing path or may 
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detect a failure along the existing path. The network manager may be able to use 

the same virtual address to configure the new path. If the network manager uses 

each virtual address only once, then the network manager can use the same 

virtual address for the new path. If, however, the same virtual address is used to 

identify different paths, then it may be possible that the configuration of the new 

path may conflict with the configuration of another path that uses the same virtual 

address. When the same virtual address can be used, then the network manager 

can change the path in a manner that is transparent to the source node. In 

particular, the network manager need not notify the source node of the change in 

the path. Also, if multiple destination nodes provide the same functionality, then 

the network manager may implement node load balancing by dynamically 

changing a path so that data will be sent to a different destination node. The use 

of these virtual addresses allows the changes to be made without changing the 

source and destination virtual addresses of the path. 

In one embodiment, the network manager may reserve one or more virtual 

addresses for sending frames from a device (e.g., routing device or node) to the 

network manager. For example, such a frame may include a registration request 

from a source node. When the network manager is distributed, a routing device 

may detect when it has received a frame with a reserved virtual address and may 

forward the frame directly to the connected manager device for processing by the 

network manager. To provide flexibility, a frame directed to the network manager 

may include a combination of a reserved virtual address and another virtual 

address. When a routing device detects such a frame, it may determine whether 

it is configured to forward frames directed to the other virtual address using in- 

band communications. If so, the routing device forwards the frame through the 

destination-side port identified by the other virtual address. If the routing device 

is not configured for the other virtual address, then the routing device sends the 

frame to the network manager via out-of-band communications. For example, the 

routing device may send the frame to its directly connected manager device. In 

this way, the network manager can configure the network so that certain frames 
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are forwarded to certain manager devices that provide certain functions or 

services of the network manager. 

[0026] In one embodiment, a routing device is an interconnect fabric module 

("IFM") with high-speed switching capabilities. An interconnect fabric module can 

be dynamically configured to interconnect its communications ports so that data 

can be transmitted through the interconnected ports. Multiple interconnect fabric 

modules can be connected to form an interconnect fabric through which nodes 

(e.g., computer systems) can be interconnected. In one embodiment, data is 

transmitted through the interconnect fabric as frames such as those defined by 

the Fibre Channel standard. Fibre Channel is defined in ANSI T11 FC-PH, FC- 

PH-2, FC-PH-3, FC-PI, and FC-FS industry standard documents which are hereby 

incorporated by reference. One skilled in the art will appreciate, however, that the 

h described techniques can be used with communications standards other than 

I7! Fibre Channel.   In particular, the described techniques can be used with the 

*} InfiniBand standard,  which  is  described  in  the  InfiniBand Architecture 

U Specification, Vols. 1-2, Release 1.0, October 24, 2000, which is hereby 
S3 

J" incorporated by reference. The interconnect fabric module may allow the creation 

C of an interconnect fabric that is especially well suited for interconnecting devices 

HJ utilizing multiple information types such as might be required by the devices of an 

O enterprise data network ("EDN"). 
u 

[0027] In one embodiment, a virtual address may be part of a 'Virtual identifier" 

(e.g., source or destination identifier) that includes a domain address. A 

destination identifier of a frame may be set to a virtual identifier. The destination 

identifiers of the frames received by the interconnect fabric modules are used to 

forward the frame. Each interconnect fabric module is assigned a domain 

address. The interconnect fabric modules that are assigned the same domain 

address are in the same domain. The interconnect fabric modules use of the 

domain addresses to forward frames between domains. The network manager 

may configure the interconnect fabric modules with inter-domain paths. When an 

interconnect fabric module receives a frame with a destination domain address 
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that matches its domain address, then the frame has arrived at its destination 

domain. The interconnect fabric module then forwards the frame in accordance 

with the destination virtual address since it has arrived at its destination domain. 

If, however, the domain addresses do not match, then the frame has not arrived at 

its destination domain. The interconnect fabric module forwards the frame using 

an inter-domain path. Each port of an interconnect fabric module may have a 

domain address table (configured by the network manager) that maps the domain 

addresses to the destination port through which frames with that domain address 

are to be forwarded. Thus, an interconnect fabric module may selectively use 

virtual addresses and domain addresses when forwarding frames. 

In one embodiment, an interconnect fabric module uses a crosspoint switch 

to switch connect its source and destination ports. When the crosspoint switch 

has more switch ports than ports of the interconnect fabric module, the extra 

switch port can be used for administrative functions of the network manager. 

When an interconnect fabric module receives a frame directed to a virtual address 

reserved for administrative services of the network manager, the interconnect 

fabric module connects the source port to the extra switch port which is connected 

to a manager device. When the frame is transmitted from the source port, the 

network manager at the manager device receives the frame and processes it in 

accordance with its administrative functions. In this way, administrative frames 

can be directly forwarded to the network manager when they are first received by 

an interconnect fabric module from a node. 

In some embodiments, one or more virtual identifier ("VI") Network 

Interface Controller ("NIC") facilities on each node (e.g., one VI NIC for each 

network interface) facilitate the use of virtual identifiers in communicating data. 

When a VI NIC on a node receives an indication that a data communication to 

one or more remote nodes is to occur, such as from an application executing on 

the node, the VI NIC will identify an appropriate transmittal virtual identifier that 

can be used to route the data communication through the network to the 

appropriate remote destination nodes without being assigned to or directly 
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associated with those destination nodes. Such data communications can include 

both transitory connectionless transmittals of data (e.g., unidirectional transmittals 

from a source to a destination) and non-transitory connections that allow multiple 

distinct transmittals of data (e.g., a persistent dedicated connection that allows a 

connection-initiating source and a connection destination to transmit data back 

and forth). 

The VI NIC can identify an appropriate transmittal virtual identifier for 

routing a data communication in various ways. In some embodiments, the VI NIC 

will register some or all outgoing data communications with a network manager for 

the network, and will receive an appropriate transmittal virtual identifier to be used 

for that communication from the network manager. If an indicated data 

communication corresponds to a previously registered data communication (e.g., 

to an existing connection or to a previous communication to the same destination 

and in the same transmission manner), however, the VI NIC could instead in some 

embodiments use the previously received transmittal virtual identifier for that data 

communication rather than perform an additional registration for the indicated 

data communication. The manners in which a data communication can be 

transmitted vary with the transmission characteristics that are supported by a 

network, and can include factors such as a particular Class Of Service ("COS") or 

transmission priority. 

In some embodiments, when a data communication indicated by a source 

can result in bi-directional communication (e.g., a response from one or more of 

the destinations), the VI NIC also identifies a response virtual identifier that can 

be used for routing data from one or more of the destinations back to the source. 

If the VI NIC registers the data communication with a network manager, this 

response virtual identifier may be received from the network manager. After 

identifying this response virtual identifier, the VI NIC associates it with information 

indicating how to process received data communications that are routed using the 

response virtual identifier. In some embodiments, such received data 

communications are processed by forwarding the data communications to one or 
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more resources associated with the destination node, such as an executing 

application program, a file on storage, or a device that is part of the node. For 

example, if a source application on a source node initiates a bi-directional 

communication, a VI NIC for the source node may associate the response virtual 

identifier with that source application so that received responses can be 

forwarded to that source application (which then becomes the destination 

application for those received communications). 

[0032] For illustrative purposes, some embodiments are described below in which 

the VI NIC is used as part of a Fibre Channel or InfiniBand network and/or as part 

of an EDN architecture. However, those skilled in the art will appreciate that the 

techniques of the invention can be used in a wide variety of other situations and 

with other types of networks, and that the invention is not limited to use in Fibre 

Channel or InfiniBand networks or with EDN architectures. 

[0033] Figure 1 is a network diagram illustrating various nodes of an example 

Fibre Channel fabric-based interconnect network that are inter-communicating 

using virtual identifiers. In this example embodiment, multiple interconnect fabric 

modules ("IFMs") 110 with high-speed switching capabilities are used as 

intermediate routing devices to form an interconnect fabric, and multiple nodes 

105, a network manager 115 and a Multi-Protocol Edge Switch ("MPEX") 120 are 

connected to the fabric. Each of the nodes has at least one VI NIC that uses 

virtual identifiers when communicating and receiving data. The MPEX is used to 

connect the Fibre Channel or InfiniBand network to an external network, such as 

an Ethernet-based network, and similarly includes at least one VI NIC. Data is 

transmitted through the interconnect fabric using frames such as those defined by 

the Fibre Channel or InfiniBand standards. 

Topology Discovery 

[0034] As described above, the network manager may dynamically discover the 

topology of the network using various different techniques. In the embodiment 

described below, each interconnect fabric module identifies which of its ports are 
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connected to other devices. The network manager uses this information to send a 

message through each port that is connected to another device to identify the 

connected-to device.   Figure 2 is a flow diagram illustrating the discovery 

processing of a component of the interconnect fabric module in one embodiment. 

Each port of an interconnect fabric module identifies whether it is connected to a 

port of another device, such as another switch or a node. The interconnect fabric 

module then provides to the network manager an indication of which of its ports 

are connected to other ports to assist in the discovery process. In blocks 201- 

204, the component determines whether each port is currently connected to 

another port. In block 201, the component selects the next port. In decision block 

202, if all the ports have already been selected, then the component completes, 

else the component continues at block 203. In decision block 203, the component 

determines whether the selected port is connected to another port. This 

determination  may be  made based  on  various voltage  levels of the 

communications links. If there is a connection, then the component continues at 

block 204, else the component loops to block 201 to select the next port of the 

interconnect fabric module. In block 204, the component notes the selected port 

as connected to another port and loops to block 201 to select the next port of the 

interconnect fabric module. 

[0035] Figure 3 is a flow diagram illustrating the discovery processing of the 

network manager in one embodiment. The network manager first retrieves an 

indication of which ports of the interconnect fabric modules are connected to other 

devices. The network manager then sends a query message through each of the 

indicated ports to the connected-to port. When the connected-to port receives the 

query message, it responds with an identification of its interconnect fabric module 

and its port number. In this way, the network manager can discover the topology 

of the interconnect fabric. In blocks 301-303, the network manager retrieves the 

indications of which ports of the interconnect fabric modules are connected to 

other ports. In block 301, the network manager selects the next interconnect 

fabric module that has not yet been selected.  In decision block 302, if all the 
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interconnect fabric modules have already been selected, then the network 

manager continues at block 304, else the network manager continues at block 

303. In block 303, the network manager retrieves an indication of which ports of 

the selected interconnect fabric module are connected to other ports. The 

network manager may send the message using either in-band our out-of-band 

communications. The network manager then loops to block 301 to select the next 

interconnect fabric module. In blocks 304-310, the network manager determines 

the identity of each of the connected-to ports. In block 304, the network manager 

selects the next interconnect fabric module.   In decision block 304, if all the 

interconnect fabric modules have already been selected, then the network 

manager completes its discovery process, else the network manager continues at 

block 306.   In blocks 306-310, the network manager loops sending a query 

message through each port of the selected interconnect fabric module that is 

connected to another port. In block 306, the network manager selects the next 

port of the selected interconnect fabric module that is connected to another port. 

In decision block 307, if all such ports are already selected, then the network 

manager loops to block 304 to select the next interconnect fabric module, else the 

network manager continues at block 308.  In block 308, the network manager 

sends a query message through the selected port of the selected interconnect 

fabric module. In block 309, the network manager receives the identification of 

the connected-to port of the selected port of the selected interconnect fabric 

module. The identification may include an indication of the interconnect fabric 

module and the port number of the connected-to port. In block 310, the network 

manager stores a mapping between the selected port of the selected interconnect 

fabric module and the connected-to port of the connected-to interconnect fabric 

module.   These mappings define the topology of the network.   The network 

manager then loops to block 306 to select the next port of the selected 

interconnect fabric module that is connected to another device. 

The processing of the discovery of the network manager as described 

above assumes that the network manager initially is aware of all interconnect 
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fabric modules of the interconnect fabric. One skilled in the art will appreciate 

that the network manager may become of aware additional interconnect fabric 

modules during the discovery process. For example, if the network manager is 

centralized, then it may initially send a query message through its port that is 

connected to the interconnect fabric. The receiving port responds with the identity 

and interconnect fabric module and its port number. The network manager can 

then requested that identified the interconnect fabric module to provide a 

indication of which of its ports are connected to other ports. The network 

manager can then send a query message through each of the indicated ports to 

the connected-to ports. The connected-to ports then respond with the 

identification of the connected-to interconnect fabric module and connected-to 

port. This process can be repeated transitively by the network manager to identify 

all interconnect fabric modules that comprise the interconnect fabric. 

Establishing a Path 

Figure 4 is a flow diagram illustrating the process of establishing a path by 

the network manager in one embodiment. A path is typically established when a 

node registers with the network manager. An establish path component of the 

network manager may receive an indication of a source node and a destination 

and then identify paths of ports of interconnect fabric modules from the source 

node to the destination node and from the destination node to the source node. 

The component then identifies virtual addresses for the paths and initializes the 

label tables of the ports of the interconnect fabric modules along the identified 

paths. A label table of a port contains mappings from virtual addresses to 

destination-side ports through which a frame sent to that virtual address is to be 

forwarded. In block 401, the component identifies the paths. In one embodiment, 

the path from the source node to the destination node and the path from the 

destination node to the source node use the same ports of the same interconnect 

fabric modules. That is, the paths use the same communications links. 

Alternatively, the path in one direction may be different from the path in the other 
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direction. One skilled in the art will appreciate that various well-known techniques 

for identifying paths can be used. In block 402, the component invokes an identify 

virtual address component passing an indication of the path and an indication that 

the virtual address to be used by the source node when sending a 

communications to the destination node (e.g., the destination virtual address). 

The invoked component may select a virtual address that is not currently in use 

by any of the source-side ports of the path. A source-side port of the path is a 

port that receives data sent by a source node, and a destination-side port of the 

path is a port through which data is transmitted on its way to the destination node. 

In block 403, the component invokes in identify virtual address component 

passing an indication of the path and that the virtual address is to be used by the 

destination node (e.g., the source virtual address). In block 404, the component 

invokes a component to initialize the label tables of the source-side ports of the 

path with the destination virtual address.   The invoked component transmits 

instructions to the each source-side port of the path indicating that the port is to 

update its label table to map the source virtual address to a destination-side port 

of the interconnect fabric module.   In block 405, the component invokes a 

component to initialize the label tables of the destination-side ports of the path 

with the source virtual address. The component then completes. 

Figure 5 is a flow diagram illustrating the processing of an identify virtual 

address component of the network manager in one embodiment. In this 

embodiment, the identify virtual address component is provided an indication and 

a path along with an indication of whether a virtual address for the source node or 

the destination node is to be identified. The component may check every port 

along the path to identify a virtual address that is not currently used by a port 

along the path. Alternatively, the component may identify virtual addresses based 

on a sequential ordering. That is, the component may keep track of the last 

identified virtual address and increment that virtual address to identify the next 

virtual address. In this way, each virtual address is unique. In blocks 501-505, 

the component loops selecting the next virtual address and determining whether it 
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is available. The virtual address may not be available to a port along the path 

when that port already uses that virtual address. In blocks 501, the component 

selects to the next virtual address. In decision block 502, if all the virtual 

addresses have already been selected, then the component indicates that a 

virtual address could not be identified, else the component continues at block 

503. In blocks 503-505, the component loops selecting each port along the path 

and determining whether that port already uses the selected virtual address. In 

block 503, the component selects the next interconnect fabric module and port of 

the path. In decision block 504, if all the interconnect fabric modules and ports of 

the path have already been selected, then the component uses the selected 

virtual address as the identified virtual address and then completes, else the 

component continues at block 505. In decision block 505, if the selected virtual 

address is available at the selected interconnect fabric module and selected port, 

then the component loops to block 503 to select the next port along the path, else 

the component loops to block 501 to select the next virtual address. 

Figure 6 is a flow diagram illustrating the processing of an initialize label 

table component of the network manager in one embodiment. The initialize label 

table component sends a command to each port along the path indicating to add 

a mapping from the identified virtual address to the other port of that interconnect 

fabric module along the path. The component is passed in indication of the path, 

the virtual address, and an indication of whether the virtual address is a source 

virtual address or a destination virtual address. In block 601, the component 

selects the next interconnect fabric module and port in the path based on whether 

the source or destination virtual address has been passed. In decision block 602, 

if all the interconnect fabric modules along the path have already been selected, 

then the component completes, else the component continues at block 603. In 

block 603, the component sends a message to be selected port of the 

interconnect fabric module indicating to add to its label table a mapping from the 

virtual address to the other port of the path. The component then loops to block 

601 to select the next interconnect fabric module and port in the path. 
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Reserved Addressing 

m 

[0040] In one embodiment, the crosspoint switch of an IFM may have more 

outputs than the number of ports of the IFM. For example, a crosspoint switch 

may have 34 inputs and outputs, but the IFM may have only 32 ports. The IFM 

may use these additional ports of the crosspoint switch to route upper layer 

protocol frames, such as frames directed into a name server or other 

administrative services.  In one embodiment, the additional output ports of the 

crosspoint switch may be connected to a manager device for the IFM. An 

interconnect fabric module may have a list of "reserved" addresses that designate 

an upper layer protocol port. When an IFM determines that an address of its 

frame matches one of the reserved addresses, it enables the routing of that frame 

to an upper layer protocol port. The routing to upper layer protocol ports may use 

the same arbitration mechanism as used for routing to non-upper layer protocol 

ports as described in the Patent Application entitled "Interconnect Fabric Module." 

Alternatively, when the crosspoint switch does not have extra output for an upper 

layer protocol port, an output can be selectively switched between a 

communications port and an upper layer protocol port depending on whether the 

address of the destination identifier is reserved. 

[0041] Figure 7 is a block diagram illustrating a distributed network manager in 

one embodiment. In this embodiment, the network manager may be implemented 

on a series of manager devices connected directly to the interconnect fabric 

modules. The distributed network manager may communicate with each other 

using in-band communication of the interconnect fabric or using out-of-band 

communication that is independent of the interconnect fabric. The crosspoint 

switch of an interconnect fabric module may have reserved ports for the 

distributed network manager. When an interconnect fabric module receives data 

that designates one of the reserved ports, then the interconnect fabric module 

forwards the data to the distributed network manager through the reserved port. 

[0042] Figure 8 is a flow diagram illustrating the processing of a component of an 

interconnect fabric module that processes  reserved  addresses  in one 
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embodiment. This component forwards the frame to the network manager via 

either in-band or out-of-band communications. With the use of in-band 

communications the frame can be routed to the appropriate interconnect fabric 

module, which can then send the frame to the network manager using the out-of- 

band communications. In block 801, if the virtual address of the received frame is 

a reserved address, then the component continues at block 802, else the 

component completes. In decision block 802, if the virtual address parameter 

within the frame is in the label table, then the frame is to be forwarded using in- 

band communications and the component continues at block 804, else the frame 

is to be forwarded directly to the network manager at the IFM's manager device 

using out-of-band communications and the component continues at block 803. In 

block 803, the component forwards frame to the administrative port and then 

completes. In block 804, the component forwards the frame based on the port 

map of the label table and then completes. 

One skilled in the art will appreciate that, although various embodiments of 

the technology have been described, various modifications may be made without 

deviating from the spirit and scope of the invention. Accordingly, the invention is 

not limited except as by the appended claims. 
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